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E-tags are another example of surveillance by stealth
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The Cross City Tunnel will provide yet another way to track our daily lives, writes Anna Johnston.

Many Sydneysiders may cheer when the Cross City Tunnel opens for business this Sunday. But as you whiz through the tunnel, remember to wave goodbye not only to those 18 sets of traffic lights, but also something less tangible - your anonymity.

As the first cashless toll-road - with others to follow - drivers and riders will have no choice but to identify themselves every time they drive across town. It all adds up to a profile on each person's daily movements.

Sure, we've had electronic tags for a while, but we've each been able to choose whether or not to trade a little of our privacy for the convenience of a faster trip. Not any more.

Still thinking, "So what, I've got nothing to hide"? In June, details were revealed of the NSW Government's plans to develop a consolidated electronic health record for every person, created by compiling records from the public health system on to a central database. Patients will be given no choice about the Government collecting their "confidential" health information. The only choice they will have is about who else will get access, and then only on an "opt out" basis.

Don't get me wrong. I'm not saying we shouldn't have electronic health records. Many people, particularly those with chronic or complex conditions, will gladly choose an electronic health record to obtain the clinical benefits it is designed to provide. But the loss of anonymity could be disastrous for others, as some people would rather avoid treatment than risk being exposed for their drug or alcohol dependence, mental illness or HIV status.

Yet while we continue to debate health privacy, an even more intrusive initiative has slipped under the radar.

In May, a law was passed to allow the Roads and Traffic Authority to issue photo identity cards to non-drivers. By putting drivers and non-drivers on one database, the RTA can capture information about every adult in NSW. Your RTA card number will become a universal, unique personal identifier.

For every pub you visit, video you rent, domestic flight you take, bank account you open and gift you post overseas, there is a fair chance your RTA card number will soon be the key linking all these disparate bits of information about you into a comprehensive profile. That is something governments and marketers have only been able to drool about since the Australia Card proposal of the 1980s was abandoned in the face of overwhelming opposition.

Children won't be missing out either. The transport smartcard now being tested on schoolchildren will ensure their movements can be tracked, and the proposal to introduce a central database and student identity number will ensure their academic performance, health needs and school discipline record, from kindy to uni, can be profiled and shared, too.

Where did this mania for databases to track the minutiae of our daily lives come from? Is it a government intent on mass surveillance, or just sloppy policy?

The dangers of any centralised population database include hacking and unauthorised use, the temptation to use the information for new purposes, and the likelihood of customer IDs becoming all-purpose identity numbers.

(Your insurer or potential employer will no doubt insist on seeing your complete health record before you get that life policy or job; Joe Hockey has already suggested the coming unique patient number could be used by Centrelink and other government agencies.)

I am not reassured by promises about how the technology will be secure, or how the law will prevent unauthorised access. I've seen too many examples to believe that either the law or a computer can stand in the way of human nature, political imperatives or market forces.

And don't think the mere existence of privacy laws or a privacy commissioner can thwart the pollies. Privacy laws are generally weak and easily overridden. The Government hasn't even advertised the NSW privacy commissioner's position since it was vacated more than two years ago.

The only way to avoid these risks is to not jump straight for the "let's put everyone on a database" response to every political problem. That means investing in more privacy-friendly solutions.

Just as big building projects need an environmental impact statement, so should big government projects require a privacy impact assessment, so we can look at alternative solutions in a robust, expert and transparent way.

It is possible to have public services (effective healthcare, faster roads, efficient public transport) and privacy. But it takes genuine political commitment, without which we will start to feel the stifling weight of government intrusion into our daily lives.

Perhaps it is time our numberplates were changed, so that every time we drive through the Cross City Tunnel we reflect this new reality - NSW: the Surveillance State.
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